
Your livelihood depends on timely, accurate decisions. With information from the skies, you can see 
vast areas, assess crucial data and make critical decisions quicker. Whether for crop monitoring or 
security operations, unmanned systems bring you the ability to gather more data, more frequently 
and more cost-effectively than conventional methods. Textron Systems Civil & Commercial affords 
you the power of information, when and where it’s needed.

Civil & Commercial
124 Industry Lane, Hunt Valley, MD 21030 800.655.2616

civilcommercial@textronsystems.com

FOR MORE INSIGHT INTO YOUR FIELDS
LOOK TO THE SKIES



With more than a million flight hours across platforms, Textron Systems has longstanding unmanned 
aviation expertise you can trust. Our systems are reliable, efficient and proven in some of the world’s most 
challenging environments. Plus, Textron Systems provides flexible business models, from turnkey fee for 
service and direct system sales to a hybrid approach, including hands-on training for your operators and 
maintainers while we launch your operations.

Textron Systems is a pioneer in unmanned aviation. No other partner can bring you the experience, 
technology and ingrained aviation culture necessary to help develop this advanced new capability for your 
industry. 
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TRUSTED EXPERIENCE

Long endurance for persistent 
operations 

Real-time, high-fidelity data to support 
survey and mapping

Proven in some of the world’s harshest 
climates and terrains

Thousands of flight hours delivered 
monthly for customers around the globe 

THE TEXTRON SYSTEMS ADVANTAGE

SUPERIOR RELIABILITY

Proven partner and service provider Professional, experienced operators and 
maintainers

Complete service offering including 
training, maintenance and logistics 
support 

End-to-end knowledge services 


